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NCIRC Concept - Development

- “CONOPS” – 18 months
- NATO-specific functions and responsibilities
- Concept Approval by highest IT Authority in NATO (Jan 02)
- Funding Allocation by Political Decision (end 02)
- Momentum of Sep 11
NCIRC Concept - Definition

- Technical and Legislative support services to respond to computer security incidents within NATO
- Centralized Services for:
  - Preventive Measures (bulletins, software updates, VA Teams, etc.)
  - Responsive Measures (Incident & IDS Support and Response)
  - Legislative Support (Forensic, Investigations, Policy Updates)
NCIRC Concept - Requirement

- NATO-wide response coordination during an incident
- Central knowledge base to support local Sys Admins
- Centralized on-line and on-site services
- Centralized forensic and LE support arrangements
- Optimization of resources
- Contacts with external CERTs/CSIRTs
NCIRC Concept – Functional View

NCIRC TIER 1

Various NATO Bodies

NCIRC CO-ORDINATION CENTRE
NATO Office of Security (NOS)
C3/INFOSEC Staff

External Contacts
(National LEs,
FIRST, etc.)

NCIRC TIER 2

Other CERTs
(Gov, NGOs).

NCIRC TECHNICAL CENTRE
(“SOC”)

NCIRC TIER 3

System and Network Centres / Administrators
across NATO

TF-CSIRT, Madrid 2004
Constituency

- Closed Networks
- Open Networks (Internet enabled)
- Total of about 25,000 workstations (locally managed)
- Gateways to National Networks
- Central CMBs/CCBs
- Common baselines and standards (reasonably)
- Centralized Network Management (backbone routers & circuits)
- Central HelpDesks
- Central Inspection Authority
NCIRC Services

- Incident Handling
- Vulnerability and Threat Information
- Vulnerability Assessment (online / on site)
- Consultancy Services (Scientific and Forensic)
- Online Data Collection and Monitoring (IDS, Antivirus, Firewalls)
- Online Support (auto updates, downloads, SOPs)
- Off-line incident analysis and security testing
Infrastructure

- New “SOC”
- Two Dedicated LANs to support Closed & Open Networks
- Security Information Management System (SIMS)
- WEB Portals
- Enterprise Software Licenses
- Offline/mobile Equipment
- Consultancy Services
- Subscribed Services
- Additional Manpower
Infrastructure - SIMS

OUTPUTS FROM NCIRC SIMS

- Incident Response, Alerts, Action Logs, Incident Reports, Investigation Reports, Trend Analysis.
- NCIRC Bulletins, Alerts, Hot fixes, SW Updates, Virus Signature Updates, Countermeasure Info, Vulner. Assessment Reports, Trend Analysis,
- Threat and Risk Assessment Reports, Operational Threat Info (time sensitive), Technical Threat Info (system sensitive).

NCIRC Security Information Management System (SIMS)

- Incident Mgmt
  - Trouble Tickets, Online Forms, Emails, Log Files, Phone calls, Faxes. Forensic Tool Input, Realtime Virus Alerts, NATO POC Lists, External POC Lists.
- Vulnerability Mgmt
  - Countermeasure Data, Open Source, Subs Source, Vendor Info, Config Data, Vul.Scanning Input, Network Mapping Input, NATO POC Lists, External POC Lists
- Threat Mgmt
  - Internal Info, Open Source, Subs Source, Risk Assessment Tool input, NATO POC Lists, External POC Lists

INPUTS TO NCIRC SIMS
Status

- Existing capability - limitations
- New Contract award before end Jan 04
- Completion by 2\textsuperscript{nd} Q 2004
Questions ?